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About This Game

CRIMSON METAL

Is an experimental game made with FPS Creator that's trying to bring back the atmosphere of old school, hardcore, dynamic,
brutal, and challenging game experiences from early 90's.

Story

Four elite counter-terrorism squads storm secret cyborg and biological-warfare weapon production facilities. But none of the
personnel, chief commander or the place for cyborg production are identified. All four squads find themselves in a death trap

without any chance of getting out or contacting the outside world.

As Adam Crimson, sole survivor of the Omega squad, you will go through chain of psychological and physical trials, which
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together are above ordinary person’ power.

Scores of traps, hundreds of cyborgs, thousands of fierce mutants will stand on your way to freedom.

Key Features

· Old School Level Design

· Require Pure Skill/Fast reaction time

· Breath-taking, brutal, and challenging gameplay

· Atmosphere Soundtracks

· FREE DLC Episodes

· No QTE, No Health Regeneration, No Bullsh*t.

· No Options Menu

· No Invert Y AXIS Mouse Option

· Awesome Trading Cards
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Title: CRIMSON METAL REDUX
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Madbox Entertainment
Publisher:
Madbox Entertainment
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP 32/64 or better

Processor: Dual core 2.4 GHz processor or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB DX9 Compliant

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Attention: Windows 8 may cause problems

English
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First I was fooled by those decent graphics and then the gameplay occurred. While the game is bad I have to say that compared
to other achievement spam games it's not that bad. Unfortunatley it's not enough to make it a good game.. Can i please get a
refund i wanna get the other dlc's
. This is an pretty Mawsome game I bought back in 2010 but am only playing it now, even with the DLC's I wish there was more
to play. For how simple the gameplay is I had a decent amount of fun playing it, great game none the less.. A nice puzzle game,
in a different enough to be fresh, yet familiar, formula. The puzzles are enjoyable and, at times, quite hard, requiring a proper
what-if reasoning, and not just reliant on the perceptiveness of a player.

One thing is a bummer, though. If you make a mistake, you have to start from scratch. As a frequent miss-clicker, I would love
to have a few seconds to undo the click before being booted out.. Touhou with Pudding.
Pudding/10 would play again.. Sky Knights is awesome and you should buy it.. What Am I doing with my life/10.. Loved it! I
wrote my review on OPNoobs.com, but here's a bit of it here:

"Victory and Glory: Napoleon appears to be the PC version of the board game “Napoleon in Europe” which is excellent because
NiE was truly amazing. I’ll be the first to admit that I’m not much of a board game player myself (Ticket To Ride stressed me
out to the point of no return), but Napoleon in Europe, Risk, and Stratego were heavily played in my household growing up. The
resemblances between the two are uncanny – they have to be one and the same.

The combat system is by far the greatest highlight of the title – units are spread out across a battlefield on “your side”, “their
side” and (sometimes) a middle ground. Either side can take the middle ground, but both sides cannot occupy it at the same
time. The size of the battlefield depends on the size of the armies, and the most engrossing battles are usually those fought with
10 or more units per side."

http://www.opnoobs.com/review/victory-and-glory-napoleon. How is that? A god game that doesn't let you save through
missions but requires the amount of microcontrol that makes MOBAs facepalm.

You have to order LIVESTOCK one by one. No setting amount. No ordering queues. One. By. One.. This game is such a blast!
Playing with 4 people or 16, the chaos only get s better and better!
There is tons of very replayable content FOR FREE! So you can join in with your friends, and it will cost you nothing!

The customizations and added content if you buy the full game are more than worth it, there is more than enough way to
customize your character to really make you stand out in a sea of glowing bears.

As someone who leads a community of gamers, this title has surely made it's way into our weekly game night! The hours just fly
by!

10/10 You can't go wrong with FREE!
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It's a fun game, with a lot more content than I expected! Your main tool lets you modify terrain, both digging and building, a
little like the Geomod system from the original Red Faction long ago. The game is mostly about figuring out how to find and get
to the end of each level, usually with extra collectibles hidden inside, and you get a number of other tools and abilities as you
progress. The plot is straightforward but enjoyable. Occasionally the level layouts got too confusing, I went through most of the
game not knowing how to use the 'shockwave' and 'scanner' abilities (they're listed in controls but I don't think they ever come
up in-game), and occasionally the physics and collision worked unexpectedly (particularly with some enemies and moving
platforms), but I never ran into any real problems.. Free on IOS, A$7.50 on Steam.
Works on IOS, broken on Steam.
Dev advised it does not pay out coins in November and still not fixed.
The further into the stages you progress and the more cards you unlock, the more bugs you introduce.
Go play it for free.
. The game is very cool and addictive!

Do I recommend it?
It depends...

Keyboard player - Buy it!
Gamepad player or local mulitiplayer - Test if it works with your controllers. Buy directly from Steam and refund within 2
weeks and less than 2 hours play time if it doesn't work. (current refund rules)

Game pad issues I've encountered with standard XBox 360 controllers:
* Almost no deadzone on the left thumb stick so the car easily starts going left or right by itself. (Bug report)

* Local mulitplayer is unplayable with XBox 360 controllers because gas and brake is shared between players. (Bug report)

* Could be an intentional design decision but steering is digital even when using analog controls.

These controller issues are critical to the gameplay and have been posted about in the Steam forum several months ago and still
no patch has come out... because of this I need to give the game a negative review... which is quite sad since it's a really cool
game.

(I'll gladly change the review when/if the issues are fixed.). I hade fun with it till the boyrfirend i made in game betrayed me.
Then i was a wisp running around, and i found a wife and we lived happely ever after...or did we...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsgp6hbiGzg&feature=youtu.be. I do not recommend this game, no idea how to get
anything done or what anything does, tried the tutorial witch explains how to play witch maters not when i can't figure out how
to start a game.Very user unfriendly and saving & loading seems to be bugged, as when i saved my game i had one familly set
and when i loaded it was suddenly winter and the familly had switched to another one.. Easy to pick up and play in short bursts.
I found it slightly easier than the original but still very challenging. Very enjoyable, I highly recommend!

Linux/SteamOS compatibility notes (played on Ubuntu 14.04 amd64)
Controller support: Works flawlessly with wireless XBox 360 controller
Fullscreen support: Yes
Uses non-game dialogs/settings: No
Other Issues: Cloud save does not appear to work. There is one level. Will you pay multiple dollars for one single level? My
friends did not know that this was the case and now I'm refunding it. Don't waste your time.. It's great to back in Saxton! The
series debut The Lost Crown rates among one of my alltime favourite point n' click games. The tones and nuance of the
atmosphere throughout the games memorable scenes, the extremely accomplished and artful use of fairly lo-fi graphics, the
eccentric yet sincere English regionalism of the setting and cast, intelligently written puzzles and mysteries and a haunting
soundtrack lifted that game above so many other ghostly themed titles. Given how many lazily developed first-person
jumpscareathons lurch up from under algae-laden bridges on Steam of late, Darkling Rooms commitment to legitimately
scripted and evidently well-researched horror is nothing short of heroic in this market of lowest common denominators. I feel
like it's been an age since the announcement of (and the delay of) the titles sequel, but given that it's apparently finally coming
out this year warms my cockles.
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. Please save your money and don't buy this game.
It is so laggy and unnecessarily complicated controls

BIG PATCH COMING!!!:
Hello guys! In the next few days will came a BIG PATCH. Please bear with us and continue emailing us the issues you run into.

PATCH 1 Fixes:

• Redesign of some levels for better performance
• Fixed checkpoint system
• Improved F6/F9 - Quick Save and Load
• Improved lighting
• Improved automatic aspect ratio system
• Smoother AIM DOWN SIGHTS
• New Secret Areas
• New awesome soundtracks

If you run into any issues or bugs please email us at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com

Thanks!. CRIMSON METAL REDUX COMING SOON:
Good news everyone!
Next month you will get a CRIMSON METAL REDUX - a complete redesign of episode 1.
Here we are not talking about the change of the engine, since there has already been a lot of work done and there is not enough
ressources for this, but thanks to your support guys we were able to fix many glitches make the game more stable and enjoyable.

Absolutely new levels, better textures, performance and many other goody's.

The current episode 2 and 3 will be removed from the store, but do not worry they will come back updated and shiny, and of
course they will be free.

Thank you again for your support!. CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 3 IS AVAILABLE NOW!:
For all who was waiting! CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 3 is here!

· New 8 Levels
· New Enemies
· New Challenges

Thank you guys for your support! Hope you enjoy!. CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 2 IS AVAILABLE NOW!:
Hey! CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 2 is FINALLY HERE!

· New 8 Levels
· New Enemies
· New Challenges

Thank you guys for your support! Hope you enjoy!. CRIMSON METAL UPDATE to v.1.2:
Hey! PATCH 1 is Here!

PATCH 1 NOTES:

• Redesign of some levels for better performance
• Fixed checkpoint system
• Improved F6/F9 - Quick Save and Load
• Improved lighting
• Improved automatic aspect ratio system
• Smoother AIM DOWN SIGHTS
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• Added big medkits
• New Secret Areas
• New awesome soundtracks

P.S. Because of the redesign all your progress will be lost.

If you run into any additional problems please send us details to madboxgamestudio@gmail.com

Thank you guys for your support!. CRIMSON METAL REDUX is Live Now!:
COME GET SOME!

Now the best thing you can do to support our project is to leave a review about the changes in the game and share your general
impressions. We want to resume the release of free episodes, but this will be possible only by your feedback and support.
CRIMSON METAL itself was a start point/experimental project - We have learned a lot and want to create great projects. Step
by step we are looking forward to bring to live CRIMSON METAL 2.
Once again I want to thank you all because we can continue doing what we love only thanks to you - constructive feedback is
very important for such small projects like ours. CRIMSON METAL - COMING SOON:
Hello everyone! We apologize for the delayed release of CRIMSON METAL. We wish that you'll have the best experience
from our game, that why now we are working on some additions. CRIMSON METAL will be available soon. Thank You All for
your support!. CRIMSON METAL UPDATE to v.1.7.1:
Hi! PATCH 3 is Here!

PATCH 3 NOTES:

• Performance tweaks
• Rebalanced game difficulty
• Improved lighting
• Improved textures

To make sure that all files for all episodes are downloaded, update the game manually. You can do this by followign the
instructions below:

1. Load Steam
2. From the Library section, right-click on the game and select "Properties" from the menu.
3. Select the "Local Files" tab and click the "Verify integrity of game cache..." button.
4. Steam will verify the game's files - this process may take several minutes.
5. Once the process is completed, the window will automatically exit, and you will be ready for action.

One more thing. In the next few weeks Episode 4 will rise!

Thank you guys for your support!
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